Abstract.-Nonparamtric bootstrapping methods may be useful for assessing confidence in a supertree inference. We examined the performance of two supertree bootstrapping methods on four published data sets that each include sequence data from more than 100 genes. In "input tree bootstrapping," input gene trees are sampled with replacement and then combined in replicate supertree analyses; in "stratified bootstrapping," trees from each gene's separate (conventional) bootstrap tree set are sampled randomly with replacement and then combined. Generally, support values from both supertree bootstrap methods were similar or slightly lower than corresponding bootstrap values from a total evidence, or supermatrix, analysis. Yet, supertree bootstrap support also exceeded supermatrix bootstrap support for a number of clades. There was little overall difference in support scores between the input tree and stratified bootstrapping methods. Results from supertree bootstrapping methods, when compared to results from corresponding supermatrix bootstrapping, may provide insights into patterns of variation among genes in genome-scale data sets. [Nonparametric bootstrapping; phylogenetics; supermatrix; supertree; supertree bootstrapping.] Large data sets derived from whole genomes or from sequence databases are becoming more commonplace in phylogenetic studies. Numerous phylogenetic analyses have used data sets that include sequences from more than 100 loci (e.g., Daubin et al
Large data sets derived from whole genomes or from sequence databases are becoming more commonplace in phylogenetic studies. Numerous phylogenetic analyses have used data sets that include sequences from more than 100 loci (e.g., Daubin et al., 2001; Bapteste et al., 2002; Blair et al., 2002 Blair et al., , 2005 Lerat et al., 2003; Rokas et al., 2003; Driskell et al., 2004; Philippe et al., 2004 Philippe et al., , 2005 Wolf et al., 2004; Dopazo and Dopazo, 2005; Philip et al., 2005) . Perhaps the greatest challenge in phylogenetic analysis of data sets this large is heterogeneity among loci. Questions regarding the treatment of heterogeneous loci are not new (see Bull et al., 1993; de Queiroz et al., 1995; Huelsenbeck et al., 1996; Cunningham, 1997) , but these questions are especially relevant when analyzing genome-scale data sets that often exhibit extensive gene-specific phylogenetic variation (e.g., Rokas et al., 2003; Driskell et. al., 2004) . Interestingly, incongruence among genes appears rampant in genome-scale data sets whether the total evidence bootstrap results are uniformly high (e.g., Rokas et al., 2003) or reveal mixed levels of support (e.g., Bapteste et al., 2002; Driskell et al., 2004) . The presence of such variation among genes may greatly affect or even mislead results of a total evidence phylogenetic analysis. For example, total evidence phylogenetic inference may be particularly influenced by loci with longer sequences or faster rates of evolution (Seo et al., 2005) . Thus, when analyzing genome-scale data sets it is critical to understand not only the variation among characters but also the patterns of variation among genes-and to assess how this variation may affect phylogenetic inference.
Supertree methods (Bininda-Emonds, 2004 ) may be useful in genome-scale phylogenetic analyses. Supertree methods combine input trees with partially overlapping sets of taxa to make comprehensive phylogenetic hypotheses incorporating all taxa present in the input. They are increasingly popular for combining data from disparate sources and building large phylogenies (e.g., Sanderson et al., 1998; Bininda-Emonds et al., 2002; Bininda-Emonds, 2004) . Recently, supertree methods also have been used to infer phylogenies from large, multigene data sets (Daubin et al., 2001; Cotton and Page, 2002; Philip et al., 2005) . Whereas a total evidence, or supermatrix, approach, which concatenates sequences from all genes, uses nucleotide or amino acid sites as the basic unit of data, supertree approaches treat each input tree as the basic unit of data. If each input tree is built from sequences of a single gene in a genome-scale data set, supertree methods may be more sensitive to variation in the phylogenetic inference among genes than supermatrix methods. Similarly, supertree methods also may minimize the effects in phylogenetic inference of anomalous loci, such as loci with histories of horizontal transfer (Escobar-Páramo et al., 2004) . Furthermore, in genome-scale data sets, gene sequences may be missing due to gene gains or losses across taxa (e.g., Daubin, 2001) or simply because they have not been sampled (e.g., Driskell et al., 2004; Philippe et al., 2004; Yan et al., 2005) . Because supertree methods explicitly build phylogenetic hypotheses from data sets without complete taxonomic overlap, genome-scale phylogenetics is a natural application of supertree approaches.
This study explores the utility of two methods of supertree bootstrapping for assessing clade support in supertrees and the sampling variance associated with individual genes in genome-scale data sets. Though numerous supertree methods have been developed (see Bininda-Emonds, 2004) , methods for generating support values for supertree inferences have received less attention (but, see Purvis, 1995; Cotton and Page, 2002; Bininda-Emonds, 2003; Ronquist et al., 2004; Philip et al., 2005) . We used four published genome-scale data sets to examine two previously proposed nonparametric bootstrapping methods for assessing clade support in supertrees. We also compare the differences in clade support measures from supertree bootstrapping with those from conventional supermatrix bootstrapping in these same data sets. 
METHODS

Data Sets
We analyzed four published data sets, each containing sequences from more than 100 genes and varying widely in the amount of missing data. Two of the supermatrices have extreme levels of missing data (Driskell et al., 2004) . Each taxon in these two supermatrices has amino acid sequences from at least 10 genes, and each gene in the supermatrix has sequences from at least four taxa (Driskell et al., 2004) . The metazoan supermatrix is composed of sequences from 1131 genes for 70 taxa. Each taxon has sequences from an average of 95 of the 1131 genes. Therefore, approximately 92% of the total gene sequences are missing from the supermatrix (Driskell et al., 2004) . The green plant supermatrix contains sequences from 254 genes for 69 green plant taxa. Each taxon has sequences from an average of 40 genes, and thus, approximately 84% of the gene sequences are missing (Driskell et al., 2004) . The bilaterian supermatrix of Philippe et al. (2005) is missing a smaller proportion of the data (∼35%) and is comprised of amino acid sequences from 49 taxonomic units and 146 genes. Many of the taxon labels in the bilaterian supermatrix as published by Philippe et al. (2005) represent chimeric taxa, in which sequences from a larger clade have been combined into a single taxonomic unit. In some cases we used taxon labels that differ from those of Philippe et al. (2005) . Generally, the new taxon names represent higher taxonomic units that incorporate all taxa that compose each chimeric sequence. However, the sequences were not modified. A table that translates between the taxon labels used by Philippe et al. (2005) and those used in this study is available at http://systematicbiology.org. The fourth data set, the yeast supermatrix of Rokas et al. (2003) , contains DNA sequences from 106 genes in eight yeast taxa with no missing gene sequences. All data sets used in this study are available at http://systematicbiology.org.
Gene Tree Construction
Phylogenetic trees were obtained using maximum parsimony (MP) for each gene in each supermatrix, and these gene trees were used as input trees for supertree analyses. All phylogenetic searches were implemented in PAUP * (Swofford, 2003) . The metazoan, green plant, and bilaterian MP gene trees were constructed using a heuristic search strategy: each search used TBR branch swapping on four random addition sequence replicates and saved a maximum of 2500 trees per replicate. Branch and bound MP searches (Hendy and Penny, 1982) were used to identify MP gene topologies from the yeast data set.
Supertree Construction and Bootstrapping
All supertree analyses used the matrix representation with parsimony (MRP) supertree method (Baum, 1992; Ragan, 1992; Baum and Ragan, 2004) , the most widely used supertree method (Bininda-Emonds, 2004) . For each data set, the input trees consisted of a single unrooted MP tree from each gene. The supertrees were later rooted using the outgroup taxa specified in the original supermatrix studies (see Rokas et al., 2003; Driskell et al., 2004; Philippe et al., 2005) . If a gene tree had multiple optimal MP trees, the first MP tree in the tree file was used as the input tree. We also ran the analyses using a strict consensus of all MP trees, and the results were very similar (not shown). Input trees were transformed into their binary matrix representation (e.g., Farris et al., 1970; Baum, 1992; Ragan, 1992) , called the MRP matrix, using the r8s program (Sanderson, 2003) .
Two variations of supertree bootstrapping were performed, which we term input tree bootstrapping and stratified bootstrapping. Input tree bootstrapping samples with replacement from among the original MP input trees to create new replicate data sets containing the same number of input trees as in the original data set (e.g., Daubin et al., 2001; Philip et al., 2005) . This version of input tree bootstrapping is analogous to the conventional method of bootstrapping used in phylogenetics (Felsenstein, 1985) . However, the sampled characters are input trees, not single columns in a character matrix, and the resulting replicate matrices likely will not contain all input trees. The nonparametric bootstrap assumes that the resampled characters, in this case input gene trees, are independent and identically distributed (Felsenstein, 1985) . Whereas this assumption seems at least as valid for different genes as for neighboring nucleotides, it is more problematic if input trees are built from shared data sets. For the green plant, metazoan, and bilaterian data sets, 100 replicates of input tree bootstrapping were performed, each consisting of four random addition sequence replicates with a maximum of 6 hours of TBR branch swapping and saving up to 10,000 trees. We chose this search heuristic because it was computationally feasible and identical to that used in the original MP supermatrix bootstrapping of the green plant and metazoan supermatrices by Driskell et al. (2004) . We performed an identical MP supermatrix bootstrap analysis on the bilaterian data set of Philippe et al. (2005) . Thus, the comparison of supertree and supermatrix bootstrap scores should not be affected by different heuristics. Longer tree searches may have yielded higher bootstrap scores (e.g., DeBry and Olmstead, 2000; Mort et al., 2000; Sanderson and Wojciechowski, 2000) ; however, they would likely not affect the overall comparison of supertree and supermatrix bootstrap scores. For the yeast data set, 100 replicates of input tree bootstrapping were performed, each using a branch and bound MP search. An MP supermatrix bootstrap analysis also was performed using PAUP * with branch and bound searches on 100 replicates.
Stratified bootstrapping was previously proposed as a method to incorporate uncertainty within individual input trees into a supertree analysis (Cotton and Page, 2002; Page, 2004) . First, each gene comprising the original supermatrix is bootstrapped. Confidence in each gene tree also was assessed based on 100 nonparametric bootstrap replicates (Felsenstein, 1985) . For each gene sequence in the metazoan, green plant, and bilaterian supermatrices, each bootstrap replicate used a maximum of 1 hour of TBR branch swapping from a simple addition sequence starting tree and saved up to 1000 trees. For the yeast supermatrix, 100 bootstrap MP searches were completed using branch and bound searches. For each of the stratified bootstrap replicates, a tree from a single bootstrap replicate for each gene is selected randomly and used as an input tree in a subsequent supertree search. Thus, in every replicate of the stratified bootstrap, each gene is represented with a tree selected from one of its bootstrap replicates. We performed 100 replicates of stratified bootstrapping on all four data sets, using the same MRP tree heuristic search strategies as used in the input tree bootstrap analysis described above. We note that a similar approach to stratified bootstrapping would be to weigh individual data sets based on their bootstrap support (e.g., Ronquist, 1996; Bininda-Emonds and Sanderson, 2001 ) and resample these weighted data sets. Although these approaches both account for clade support in input trees, the stratified bootstrapping approach may provide a more complete picture of the tree support because it incorporates all clades that receive any support even if they are not represented in a majority rule bootstrap tree. Alternatively, bootstrapping the weighted trees would be more feasible when the original data sets are unavailable.
RESULTS
Supertree Bootstrap
In the metazoan, green plant, and bilaterian data sets, support values from both methods of supertree bootstrapping are often low. Although in each analysis some clades have high support, the majority of clades are poorly supported. Overall, the scores from input tree bootstrapping are similar to those from stratified bootstrapping in these three data sets. In the yeast data set, the supertree bootstrap support from both methods is at or near 100% for all clades in the optimal MP tree.
In the metazoan data set, Mammalia and Amniota have at least 91% support for both supertree bootstrapping methods (Fig. 1a, b ). Vertebrata and Metazoa have 83% and 84% support, respectively, in input tree bootstrap and 97% and 98% support with stratified bootstrapping. Support for Tetrapoda is never higher than 57% (Fig. 1a, b) . The primates and numerous lower level clades are supported with near 100% bootstrap values in the supertree bootstraps, but many other clades show very low supertree bootstrap support (Fig. 1a, b) .
In the green plant data set, the land plants, seed plants, and flowering plants all have at least 92% support from supertree bootstrapping (Fig. 2a, b) . Vascular plants have 82% and 51% support from input tree bootstrapping and stratified bootstrapping, respectively (Fig. 2a, b) . Many angiosperm clades, including monocots and eudicots, have very low support from supertree bootstrapping (Fig. 2a, b) .
Though many clades representing major taxonomic groups are strongly supported in the bilaterian supertree bootstrap analyses, the relationships among these large clades generally have low bootstrap values (Fig. 3a, b) . For example, Deuterostomia, Nematoda, Platyhelminthes, and Arthropoda are supported by at least 86% of the replicates in the input tree bootstrap (Fig. 3a) and 96% in stratified bootstrap (Fig. 3b) . The fungi have 92% and 90% values for input tree bootstrapping and stratified bootstrapping, respectively, and other fungi clades all have at least 89% bootstrap scores (Fig. 3a, b) .
Nearly all bootstrap values from both supertree bootstrapping methods are 100% for all clades in the MP yeast topology (Fig. 4) . The only exception is the single clade of Saccharomyces kudriavzevii, S. mikatae, S. paradoxus, and S. cerevisiae, which has a stratified bootstrap value of 96% (Fig. 4) .
Comparing Supertree and Supermatrix Bootstrap Scores
We compared bootstrap support from both supertree bootstrapping methods to supermatrix bootstrapping for all clades that received minimally 5% support from at least one of the bootstrapping methods being compared. The bootstrap values from the supermatrix analyses generally exceed those from the supertree analyses in the green plant data set, though there also are a number of clades in which the supertree bootstrap values exceed the corresponding supermatrix bootstrap values (Fig. 5a, b) . There is less difference in support values resulting from the supermatrix and both methods of supertree bootstrapping for the metazoan, bilaterian, and yeast data sets (Figs. 4a, b) .
Supermatrix versus stratified bootstrap scores.-On average, the supermatrix bootstrap support exceeded the input tree bootstrap support by 5.5% (median = 4.5%), 1.3% (median = 0.7%), and 0.6% (median = 0%) in the green plant, metazoan, and bilaterian data sets, respectively. For the green plant data, the supermatrix bootstrap support exceeded the input tree bootstrap support in 151 clades, and the input tree bootstrap values were higher in 97 clades. For the metazoan data, supermatrix bootstrap values were higher in 104 clades and input tree bootstrap support was higher in 84 clades. In the bilaterian data supermatrix, support was higher in 28 clades and input tree bootstrap support was higher in 29 clades. The supermatrix bootstrap scores exceeded input tree bootstrap scores by a maximum of 80.7%, 78.2%, and 56.0% in the metazoan, green plant, and bilaterian data sets, respectively, and the input tree bootstrap scores exceeded the supermatrix bootstrap scores by a maximum of 59.5%, 51.5%, and 45.5% in the three data sets.
Supermatrix versus stratified bootstrap.-On average, the supermatrix bootstrap support exceeded the stratified bootstrap support by 5.2% (median = 3.4%) and 0.8% (median = 0%) in the green plant and metazoan data sets, respectively. For the green plant data, supermatrix bootstrap support was higher in 142 clades and stratified bootstrap support was higher in 90 clades. In metazoans, supermatrix support was higher in 78 clades and stratified bootstrap support was higher in 86 clades. However, on average in the bilaterian data set the stratified bootstrap values exceed the supermatrix bootstrap values by 0.1% (median = 0%). In 35 clades from the bilaterian data set, the stratified bootstrap support is higher than the supermatrix support, and the supermatrix bootstrap support is higher in 28 clades. Supermatrix bootstrap scores exceeded stratified bootstrap scores by a maximum of 55.0%, 61.1%, and 40.0% in the metazoan, green FIGURE 1. Supertree bootstrap consensus trees from the metazoan data set (Driskell et al., 2004) . The taxon labels include the Genbank taxon ID numbers and the taxonomic name associated with that number. Bootstrap percentages are above each branch. plant, and bilaterian data sets, respectively, and the stratified bootstrap scores exceeded the supermatrix bootstrap scores by a maximum of 36.8%, 47.5%, and 25.5% in the three data sets.
Input tree versus stratified bootstrap.-On the whole, the input tree bootstrap scores are slightly lower than the 430 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 55 FIGURE 1. (Continued) stratified bootstrap scores in the metazoan and green plant data sets (Fig. 5c) . On average among all observed clades, the stratified bootstrap score exceeded the input tree bootstrap score by 0.6% (median = 0.8%) for the metazoan data set and by 0.4% (median = 1.1%) for the green plant data set. In the metazoan data set, the stratified bootstrap support exceeded the input tree bootstrap support in 109 clades, whereas the input tree bootstrap support was higher in 87 clades. In the green plant data set, the stratified bootstrap support exceeded the input tree bootstrap score in 128 clades, while the input tree bootstrap support was higher in 113 clades. The difference between supertree bootstrap methods was even smaller in the bilaterian data set. On average, the input tree bootstrap support exceeded that of stratified bootstrapping by only 0.1% (median = 0%). In 431 the bilaterian data set, the support from stratified bootstrapping exceeded that of input tree bootstrapping in 28 clades, and support from input tree bootstrapping support was higher in 35 clades. Again, in each data set there were several cases in which clade support was FIGURE 2. Supertree bootstrap consensus trees from the green plant data set (Driskell et al., 2004) . The taxon labels include the Genbank taxon ID numbers and the taxonomic name associated with that number. Bootstrap percentages are above each branch. tree bootstrapping scores by a maximum of 37.2%, 48.6%, and 40.0% in the three data sets.
DISCUSSION
Despite the growing interest in supertrees, often supertree studies do not explicitly discuss or use methods to assess confidence in supertree topologies (but, see Bininda-Emonds, 2003; Ronquist et al., 2004; Philip et al., 2005 ). Yet, in many cases it is important to understand not only the optimal supertree topology but also its confidence limits. For example, supertrees are useful for studies in comparative biology, and bootstrapping supertrees allows one to incorporate 433 phylogenetic uncertainty in these comparative analyses. This study demonstrates implementations of two simple supertree bootstrapping methods. The results provide a comparison of supertree and supermatrix phylogenetic methods and are the first to compare support values from supertree and supermatrix methods.
There has been much interest in comparing the performance of supertree and supermatrix techniques (Bininda-Emonds and Sanderson, 2001; Kennedy and Page, 2002; Hughes and Vogler, 2004) . Although supertree methods sometimes perform as well or nearly as well as at recovering the true tree compared to total evidence methods in simulation (BinindaEmonds and Sanderson, 2001) , in empirical data sets supertree methods generally find a greater number of equally optimal topologies and unambiguously resolve fewer phylogenetic relationships than corresponding total evidence approaches (Kennedy and Page, 2002; Hughes and Vogler, 2004) . This result may be due to MRP matrices containing far fewer 434 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 55 FIGURE 3. (Continued) characters than the corresponding total evidence supermatrices. Furthermore, conventional MRP analyses contain no information about the number of characters supporting phylogenetic hypotheses represented by input trees, though this may be incorporated into a supertree analysis for example by weighting characters in an MRP matrix in proportion to support for a clade (Ronquist, 1996; Bininda-Emonds and Sanderson, 2001) . If the supertree analyses do not resolve clades as well as the supermatrix analyses, one also might predict that the bootstrap values generally would be lower in supertree analyses. Indeed, in the majority of clades, support from input tree or stratified bootstrapping is lower than support from supermatrix analyses in the metazoan and green plant data sets, but overall the supertree and supermatrix support is similar in the bilaterian and yeast data sets (Fig. 5a, b ). Yet, this characterization of the relationship of supertree and supermatrix bootstrap support is incomplete. There are numerous cases in which the supertree bootstrap scores for clades are higher than supermatrix bootstrap scores (Fig. 5a, b) . Therefore, it is worthwhile to examine specific reasons for large FIGURE 4. Supertree bootstrap consensus tree from the yeast data set (Rokas et al., 2003) . The supertree bootstrap percentages are above each branch. The input tree bootstrap score is on the left separated by a slash from the stratified bootstrap score on the right. Below each branch are the number of genes that support/conflict with the quartet implied by each branch (as in Driskell et al., 2004). differences in support scores from supertree and supermatrix analyses.
Both supertree bootstrapping methods implicitly impose a different weighting scheme on the data than supermatrix analyses. The supertree bootstrapping on the genome-scale data sets treats all genes, no matter how large or how variable, as single characters (e.g., Doyle, 1992) . Thus, in this case, supertree bootstrapping downweights data from genes with more informative sites and up-weights genes with fewer informative sites. In this respect, the supertree bootstrapping may resemble a supermatrix analysis that corrects the optimality score of each gene based on its length (Seo et al., 2005) . Though the overall bootstrap values from supertree bootstrapping may be lower than those from supermatrix bootstrapping, this trend may not persist or may be diminished when the proportion of genes that support a phylogenetic hypothesis differs from the proportion of sites that support the same hypothesis. In these cases, the sampling variance among sites differs from the variance among genes. We note that in many cases down-weighting longer genes and up-weighting shorter genes may not benefit a phylogenetic analysis. However, it still may be informative to compare the effects from the different approaches to utilizing data from different genes in a phylogenetic inference. Furthermore, supertree analyses need not weight trees equally; for example, the input trees could be weighted based on length of genes or number of variable characters.
Such situations can be demonstrated with an imaginary data set of 100 genes of equal length in which each gene alone is free of homoplasy but different genes support two competing clades, Clade A and Clade B. In the first example, 50 genes support Clade A over Clade B by a difference in tree length of 3 steps contributed by each gene and 50 genes support Clade B over Clade A by 30 steps each. With three or more uncontradicted characters, bootstrap support for the clade will be at least 95% for each gene (Felsenstein, 1985) . In this case, both input tree and stratified supertree bootstrap scores would support both trees equally because an equal number of genes support each hypothesis. However, the supermatrix bootstrap would strongly support Clade B over Clade A, because 10 times as many characters support Clade B over Clade A.
Conversely, suppose 99 genes support Clade A over Clade B by 3 steps and 1 gene supports Clade B over Clade A by 297 steps. Here the input tree and stratified supertree bootstrap scores would overwhelmingly support Clade A over Clade B because many more gene trees support Clade A over Clade B. However, because an equal number of characters character steps support Clade A and Clade B (297), the supermatrix bootstrap would support both trees equally. In both examples, the supertree bootstrap more accurately represents the variation among genes within the data set, and the supermatrix bootstrap represents the variation among characters in the data sets. Cases in which supertree and supermatrix bootstrap scores greatly diverge could indicate clades that are influenced by a few anomalous loci or clades in which there are strongly competing hypotheses among genes. We suggest it may be informative to use supertree and supermatrix bootstrapping as complementary methods for assessing different levels of variance in large, multilocus data sets.
One unexpected result from supertree bootstrapping is that even though there appears to be much incongruence among the genes that compose the yeast data set (Rokas et al., 2003) , the supertree bootstrap values are 100% for nearly all clades (Fig. 4) . To examine this result further, we determined the number of the yeast gene trees that support and do not support the quartet implied by each inner branch of the tree (see Driskell et al., 2004) . The branch with the most apparent conflict has 69 genes supporting the quartet and 37 genes failing to support it (Fig. 4) . Although this may appear to be a large number of conflicting genes, a clade that is supported by 69 characters with only 37 conflicting characters will have a high parsimony bootstrap score. Thus, the 100% supertree bootstrap scores are consistent with the observed level of incongruence. Yet this demonstrates that the supertree bootstrap percentage may differ greatly 438 SYSTEMATIC BIOLOGY VOL. 55 from the actual percentage of genes that conflict with a specific node.
Though input tree bootstrapping and stratified bootstrapping examine different aspects of variation among gene trees, they provide similar results in the four data sets from this study (Fig. 5c) . Input tree bootstrapping represents the sampling variance among genes and can be interpreted as reflecting the robustness of supertree inference to the choice of loci. On the other hand, stratified bootstrapping measures how uncertainty in the phylogenetic inference for the input genes affects supertree inference. In this respect, stratified bootstrapping incorporates the strength of the phylogenetic hypotheses from each gene into supertree analysis (Page, 2004) . Furthermore, by incorporating information about secondary phylogenetic signals for each gene, stratified bootstrapping may help reveal or enhance hidden support (e.g., Barrett et al., 1995; Gatesy and Baker, 2005) . Although there is no apparent a priori reason to expect that values from the two supertree bootstrapping methods will be similar, they might be similar in cases when the variation in the phylogenetic signal among genes is a manifestation of uncertainty in the phylogenetic signal within genes. For example, if the apparent variation in the phylogenetic signal among genes is due to sampling error within genes, then the two supertree bootstrapping values should be similar. If the genes strongly support highly divergent topologies, then we expect low values from input tree bootstrapping and higher values for stratified bootstrapping. Conversely, if the genes all weakly support the same topology, we expect higher values for input tree bootstrapping than stratified bootstrapping. One obvious additional supertree bootstrapping method would be to combine both supertree bootstrapping methods, resampling genes and then resampling bootstrap trees from the resampled genes. This combined supertree bootstrap would be conceptually similar to the two-tiered supermatrix bootstrapping proposed by Seo et al. (2005) in which one resamples genes and then resamples characters within the resampled genes. However, it may be informative to compare the two supertree bootstrapping methods individually as described here to examine differences in sampling variance among characters and among genes.
Supertree methods have been criticized for a variety of reasons (e.g., Purvis, 1995; Novacek, 2001; Springer and de Jong, 2001; Wilkinson et al., 2001 Wilkinson et al., , 2005 Gatesy et al., 2002 Pisani and Wilkinson, 2002; Gatesy and Springer, 2004) , and it is worth examining the implications of some of these criticisms on supertree bootstrapping in genome-scale data sets. First, the MRP method has been particularly criticized, perhaps because it is the most commonly used supertree method (e.g., Purvis, 1995; Pisani and Wilkinson, 2002; Gatesy and Springer, 2004) . Supertree bootstrapping methods do not solve the problems associated with MRP, but input tree bootstrapping can be applied to any modifications of MRP or any other supertree method as can stratified bootstrapping if the source data is amenable to bootstrapping. Thus, supertree bootstrapping need not be limited by biases associated with MRP. Second, supertree studies have been criticized for using nonindependent input trees, or input trees constructed from overlapping data sets (Springer and de Jong, 2001; Gatesy et al., 2002; Gatesy and Springer, 2004) . This criticism is particularly leveled at input tree sampling from previous supertree studies and is not necessarily an inherent limitation of supertree methods . The supertree methods proposed here utilize gene trees from genomescale data sets and have input trees built from nonoverlapping sequence data sets. The input trees in supertree bootstrapping of genome-scale data sets may be considered independent (excepting the perennial caveat regarding recombinational distance between loci). A third criticism of supertree methods is that they do not utilize the underlying data from the gene trees, and therefore they fail to account for the strength of support within genes. In total-evidence analyses that analyze the primary phylogenetic data, a strong phylogenetic signal that is not observed in analyses of individual data sets may emerge from analyses of the combined data sets (e.g., Barrett et al., 1991; Gatesy et al., 1999; Gatesy and Baker, 2005 ). Yet, stratified bootstrapping incorporates some measure of the strength of support in the underlying data into the supertree analysis by sampling from the bootstrap distributions of the input trees (Page, 2004) .
Supertree bootstrapping has several limitations. First, like any bootstrapping method, supertree bootstrapping is computationally intensive. Stratified bootstrapping requires time not only to bootstrap both the underlying data for the input trees as well as time for the actual supertree bootstrapping replicates. Thus, supertree bootstrapping may not be a fast alternative to supermatrix bootstrapping. Also, all bootstrap methods may not accurately estimate variance when data sets are small. Though many supertree analyses include hundreds of input trees (e.g., Daubin et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2001) , the supertree bootstrapping scores may not be reliable when there are few input trees. Furthermore, because input trees from genome-scale data sets likely contain different sets of taxa (e.g., Driskell et al., 2004) , it is possible that some replicates in input tree bootstrapping will not contain all taxa represented in the total set of input trees. In addition, some replicates of input tree bootstrapping may not contain the necessary taxonomic overlap to construct a resolved supertree. These sampling problems will be most common if some taxa are present in only one or a few input trees. If all taxa are represented in numerous input trees, as is the case in each of the four data sets from this study, then there likely will be few if any sampling problems associated with input tree bootstrapping. All replicates of input tree bootstrapping in this study contained all taxa. If some replicates do not include all taxa, then the representation of the bootstrap trees becomes a supertree rather than a consensus problem, and one cannot summarize the set of bootstrap trees with a majority rule consensus.
Supertree and supermatrix data sets may contain much missing data, and the conventional nonparametric bootstrapping does not explicitly account for this missing data. Efron (1994) describes several alternate bootstrap procedures for assessing confidence in the face of missing data. Two variants are particularly relevant here. In the first, a protocol must exist for estimating the missing values in the data matrix. This might be undertaken by fitting the missing cells to a probability distribution based on the cells with data present. Then the actual data matrix is resampled and each sample has its missing data estimated based on this protocol, followed by construction of the tree for each of these matrices. In another variant, a model for the concealment mechanism, which is the process by which data "go missing," must be postulated. In supertree analyses this might have to do with the distribution of taxon sampling among trees. In this bootstrap method, an estimate of the data matrix is constructed such that no data are missing (perhaps using the fitting method of the first variant), and then this matrix is resampled, each time subsequently subjected to the concealment process, reestimation of the full data matrix, and, finally, tree construction. In each variant of bootstrapping with missing data, variation in trees could be summarized in the conventional manner by majority rule consensus. Note that the structure of the supertree method used here (cells in an MRP matrix) rules out many methods that Efron (1994) proposed for estimating missing data or modeling concealment. However, in principle, either of these missing data bootstrapping procedures could be incorporated into supertree bootstrapping. This study examines only bootstrapping methods for assessing support in supermatrices and supertrees. However, there are numerous other methods, including jackknifing (e.g., Farris et al., 1996) , Bremer support or decay indices (Bremer, 1988) , partition Bremer support (Baker and DeSalle, 1997) , and ILD tests (Farris et al., 1994) , for assessing support and incongruence in large data sets that may be affected differently by missing data.
The supertree bootstrapping methods described in this article are relatively easy to implement with existing software, and they provide useful information in the context of supertree phylogenetic inference. The increasing prevalence of genome-scale data sets necessitates methods for understanding the patterns of conflicting phylogenetic variation within the genome, and supertree bootstrapping can be useful for assessing variation among gene trees that may be masked by total evidence bootstrapping. Our study used a relatively simple MP analysis on each of the input gene sets, but genespecific heterogeneity also could be addressed in a supertree bootstrap by an explicit model-based approach, such as by assigning different models or substitution parameters for each gene. In the future it will be interesting to compare these supertree approaches to new total-evidence methods for incorporating heterogeneity among genes and assessing gene-specific variation from genome-scale data sets. Finally, although this article emphasizes the utility of supertree bootstrapping in phylogenetic analyses of genome-scale data sets, the methods may be extended for estimating uncertainty in other supertree analyses.
A Perl script implementing input tree bootstrapping is available at http://ginger.ucdavis.edu. It also is implemented in Clann and Treeboot by Brian Moore. All data from this study are available at both http://systematicbiology.org and http://ginger.ucdavis.edu.
